BANGAMATA COMMEMORATIVE YOUNG RESEARCHERS’ FELLOWSHIP, 2024

Bangamata Commemorative Young Researchers’ Fellowship is a flagship research grant program of the Bangamata Sheikh Fazilatun Nessa Centre for Gender and Development Studies. The fellowship aims at creating a more sustainable research impact in the areas of development studies, gender, and the future of the economy. Researchers may design their research proposal in any of the four key research areas indicated below. This year researchers may choose their specific research topic from those identified as research sub-heads or innovate their title under the proposed key areas of research.

1. SMART ECONOMY: POTENTIALS, ISSUES AND CHALLENGES FOR WOMEN IN BANGLADESH
2. GENDER AS A CROSSCUTTING ISSUE: EDUCATION, SECURITY, WORKFORCE
3. SUSTAINABLE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND GENDER GAP
4. INVEST IN WOMEN: PRIORITIES AND POTENTIALS FOR BANGLADESH.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
3 categories of applicants are eligible for the Fellowship: a) Students who already obtained bachelor’s degree
b) Students who already achieved post-graduate degree c) Young Professional researchers (up to three years)
[in the case of c, the candidate needs to show valid organizational ID card and employment certificate].

Maximum age limit of the applicants is 30 by February 10, 2024

Post-graduate students and young professionals will be preferred especially from the backgrounds of Women and Gender Studies, Law, Economics, Political Sciences, International Relations, Public Administration, and Development Studies from both Public and Private Universities in Bangladesh.

The students must be in Bangladesh during their Fellowship.

Applications along with an extended abstract/concept note/short proposal (1000-1200 words excluding references) submitted by an individual or a group of individuals will be accepted for further review. Both individuals and groups are encouraged to apply.

The fellowship is a grant of 150,000 BDT (gross of VAT and Taxes) in each or any of the above-mentioned categories.

Deadline for submitting extended abstract, short proposal/concept note – 4th March 2024
Via Email - bcgds@du.ac.bd

Scan the QR code to download the Guideline
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Bangamata Sheikh Fazilatun Nessa
Centre for Gender and Development Studies
University of Dhaka